
The first battle of Polotsk 17th-18th August 1812 

Introduction 

As the French Grand Armee pushed the main Russian forces back towards Moscow, the areas to the 
flank and rear became more vulnerable, and started to assume more strategic importance. In the 
Northern theatre, Wittgenstein and the 1st Russian Corps was initially charged with keeping the French 
from advancing on St Petersburg. August was to see a shift from a purely defensive stance, to a more 
combative mission, a prelude to the offensive that would be ordered later in the year as the French 
began to retreat. At this point in the campaign, Wittgenstein was significantly outnumbered by the 
French II Corps and Bavarian VI Corps operating together. However, he did have the advantage of 
centralised command and control, whereas Oudinot (II Corps) and St Cyr (VI Corps) struggled to 
coordinate their operations due a difficult personal relationship. The Franco-Bavarian centre of 
operations was Polotsk, a significant but not particularly wealthy town in modern-day Belarus, which 
spanned the river Dvina. The movements of both sides were characterised by caution, a recognition that 
neither were likely to receive much help from the main armies, and therefore a major defeat would 
likely lose St Petersburg (for the Russians) or expose the tenuous supply lines of the Grande Armee (for 
the French).  

In the absence of a strong French offensive move, Wittgenstein had taken the initiative and his forces 
had pushed back French detachments towards Polotsk, Oudinot seemingly unable to decide to 
concentrate his superior numbers to face down the Russian. Oudinot’s indecision may have been 
influenced by faulty intelligence that the Russians had received significant reinforcements in the form of 
the 32nd Division. This was true, but the entire division was comprised of depot battalions, totalling no 
more than 3,000 men. 

Oudinot continued to split his forces either side of the Dvina, and Wittgenstein saw an opportunity to 
attack the Bavarians on the northern bank. On the 17th August he left a strong reserve several miles to 
the rear at Ropno and advanced with the majority of 1st Corps. The Bavarian VI Corps was deployed to 
meet them, with Legrand’s division of II Corps in support. The remainder of the strong II Corps, including 
the artillery, was deployed on the other bank of the Dvina and unable to intervene. This is the basis for 
the first scenario. 

The Russians struggled to make any progress against the Bavarian defences, despite several violent 
assaults with particularly fierce fighting around the Spass convent. At the end of the day, the Franco-
Bavarian forces retreated in Poltotsk, with the Russians holding the positions they had begun the day in, 
extended to incorporate Spass and it’s convent, reduced to ashes as the retreating Bavarians had set fire 
to it. Russian losses were approximately 2,500 killed and wounded, with those for the Franco-Bavarians 
estimated at 4,000 

The Second Day (18th August) 

After the first day’s inconsequential fighting, St Cyr took command of the II and VI Corps, Oudinot having 
been wounded. Correctly judging the weakness of the Russian forces, St Cyr prepared to attack. By 



having all the baggage moved back across the Dvina, he fooled Wittgenstein into thinking the allies were 
retreating. However, the rest of II Corps was crossing the Dvina and in the late afternoon the Russians 
were rudely awakened to the real intent as a large battery of Bavarian artillery signalled the attack. This 
is the basis for the second scenario. 

The second day mirrored that of the first except the roles were reversed. St Cyr unleashed a series of 
brutal infantry assaults which made slow progress and ultimately ground to a halt in the face of 
overwhelming artillery fire. The battle was one of attrition, which suited the French, and eventually the 
Russians were compelled to retreat, not before a spectacular counter attack by their reserve Cavalry had 
chased some French units to the outskirts of Polotsk itself, overturning St Cyr’s carriage. St Cyr himself 
organised a counter attack by the 3rd Swiss and 4th Cuirassiers which ended Russian resistance. 
Casualties appear to have been lighter than the first day- 1 or 2,000 killed and wounded from the 
Franco-Bavarians, 3,000 for the Russians who also lost 14 guns. St Cyr finally received his coveted, and 
long-overdue Marhsall’s baton on 27th August from a grateful Emperor. 

The Battlefield 

 

The battlefield is a mix of thick woods (Difficult Terrain, marked green), farmland (Light Terrain, marked 
Light Green) and built up areas (generally wooden buildings, Defence Factor +2 marked in Grey). The 
Spas convent is a more significant structure with a Defence Factor of +3. The river Dvina (partially shown 
running below Polotsk) in not fordable, but the small stream running from Polotsk to Spass is an 
obstacle to troops (2” movement penalty) and cannot be forded by artiilery. The high ground (marked in 
brown) is a modest ridge with no effect on movement. The Russian (green) and Fracno-Bavarian (blue) 
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deployment zones are shown for the first day scenario. Deployment zones for the second day are shown 
below: 

 

For the second day, Defence Factors for the built up areas should be inherited from the first day of 
battle (if fighting these as linked scenarios). If the second day is fought as a standalone scenario, Spass 
has a token Defence Factor of +1. 

Russian Order of Battle: First Day 

Russian 1st Corps Wittgenstein (Solid) 

Advanced Guard Helfreich (Detached; Bold/Solid) 
Cossacks   D class Cossack 
Grodno Hussars   C class Light Cavalry, Élan 
25th Jäger  2 btns C class SK1 
26th Jäger  1 btn C class SK1 
Horse bty 12x6lb guns C class Horse artillery 
 
Flank Guard  Vlastov  (Detached; Solid) 
Grodno Hussars   C class Light Cavalry, Élan 
24th Jäger  2 btns C class SK1 
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Converged Grenadiers 1 btn B class SK2 
 
Main Battle Line Berg  (Cautious/Solid) 
1st Brigade 
Perm Infantry  2 btns C class SK1 
Mohilev Infantry 1 btn D class SK1 
Foot battery 12x6lb guns C class 
2nd Brigade 
Sievesk Infantry  2 btns C class SK1 
Kalouga Infantry 1 btn D class SK1 
Foot battery 12x6lb guns C class 
3rd Brigade 
23rd Jäger  2 btns C class SK1 
Converged Infantry 2 btns C class SK1 
Artillery 
Foot battery 12x12lb guns C class 
Foot battery 12x12lb guns C class 
Foot battery 12x12lb guns C class 
Foot battery 12x6lb guns C class 
 
Cavalry Brigade  Balk  (Detached; Solid) 
Riga Dragoons   C class Line Cavalry 
Lambourg Dragoons  C class Line Cavalry 
 
Russian Order of Battle: Second Day 

If playing this as a follow on scenario to the First Day, start with the remaining units from the first 
scenario and add the following units. If playing as a standalone battle, use the list above, and add the 
following units. 

Division Kakhovsky  (Solid) 

Artillery 
Horse bty 12x6lb guns C class Horse artillery 
Horse bty 12x6lb guns C class Horse artillery 
 

Infantry Brigade 
Depot. Grenadier btns 3 btns C class SK1 
 
Cavalry Brigade 
Converged Kuirassier Regt. C class Heavy Cavalry 
Converged Guard Cavalry B class Light Cavalry, Elan 



 
 

Division Sazonov  (Solid) 

Foot battery 12x6lb guns C class 
Reserve Jager btn 1 btn C class SK1 
Toula IR  1 btn C class SK1 
Navajinsk IR  1 btn C class SK1 
Tenguinsk IR  1 btn C class SK1 
Estonia IR  1 btn C class SK1 
 
Russian Deployment 

First Day: All units start on blind, deployed within the deployment zone marked by a dotted green box.  
All units maybe on any type of blind, on any orders. 

Second Day: All units start on blind, deployed within the deployment zone marked by a dotted green 
box.  All units maybe on any type of blind, on any orders. 

Russian Victory Conditions 

First Day Minor Victory Capture Spass undamaged and inflict more casualties on the 
enemy than are received. Do not lose more than 15% casualties. 

First Day Major Victory Capture Spass undamaged and inflict twice as many casualties 
on the enemy than are received. Inflict at least 20% casualties 
on the enemy. 

 

Second Day Minor Victory Hold your starting positions and inflict more casualties on the 
enemy than are received. Do not lose more than 15% casualties. 

Second Day Major Victory Hold your starting positions and inflict twice as many casualties 
on the enemy than are received. Inflict at least 20% casualties 
on the enemy. 

 

  



 

French Order of Battle: First Day 
 
French II/VI Corps  Oudinot (Poor) 
 
6th Division   Legrand (Solid) 
1st Brigade 
26th Legere  2 btns C class SK2 
2nd Brigade 
19th Ligne  2 btns C class SK1 
56th Ligne  3 btns C class SK1 
3rd Brigade 
128th Ligne  1 btn D class SK1 
Portugese Legion 2 btns D class SK1 
Artillery 
Horse bty 6x6lb guns B class Horse artillery 
 

20th Division (Bavarian)  Deroy  (Solid) 
1st Brigade 
1st Light btn  1 btn C  class SK2 
9th Line Regt.  1 btn C class SK1 
2nd Brigade 
3rd Light btn  1 btn C  class SK2 
4th Line Regt.  1 btn C class SK1 
10th Line Regt.  2 btns C class SK1 
3rd Brigade 
5th Line Regt.  1 btn D class SK1 
11th Line Regt.  1 btn D class SK1 
 
20th Division (Bavarian)  Wrede  (Able) 
1st Brigade 
2nd Line Regt.  1 btn C class SK1 
6th Line Regt.  1 btn C class SK1 
2nd Brigade 
3rd  Line Regt.  1 btn C class SK1 
7th  Line Regt.  1 btn C class SK1 
3rd Brigade 
5th Light btn  1 btn C  class SK2 
5th Line Regt.  1 btn D class SK1 
11th Line Regt.  2 btns D class SK1 



 
Artillery   von Zoller  (Detached; Solid) 
Bavarian Light bty  6x6lb guns C class 
Bavarian Light bty  6x6lb guns C class 
Bavarian Foot bty  6x6lb guns C class 
Bavarian Foot bty  6x6lb guns C class 
Bavarian Foot bty  6x6lb guns C class 
Bavarian Foot bty  6x6lb guns C class 
Bavarian Heavy bty  6x12lb guns C class 
 
6th Light Cavalry Brigade Corbineau (Detached; Bold/Solid) 
7th Chasseurs a Cheval  C class Light Cavalry 
8th Lancers   B class Lancers, Élan 
 
French Order of Battle: Second Day 

If playing this as a follow on scenario to the First Day, start with the remaining units from the first 
scenario and add the following units. If playing as a standalone battle, use the list above, and add the 
following units. Note that although Merle’s 9th Division/II Corps (including all those superb Swiss 
regminets!) was present, it was kept as a reserve in Polotsk and therefore is not used in the scenario. 

French II/VI Corps St Cyr (Cautious/Able) replaces Oudinot 
 
6th Division 
Artillery 
Foot bty 8x6lb guns B class 
 
 
8th Division  Valentin (Solid) 
1st Brigade 
11th Legere  2 btns C class SK2 
2nd Ligne  3 btns C class SK1 
2nd Brigade 
37th Legere  3 btns C class SK2 
124th Ligne  1 btn D class SK1 
Artillery 
Horse bty 6x6lb guns B class Horse artillery 
Foot bty 8x6lb guns B class 
 
II Corps Reserve Artillery Levavasseur (Detached; Solid) 
Foot bty 8x12lb guns B class 
Foot bty 8x12lb guns B class 



 
5th Light Cavalry Brigade Castex (Detached; Bold/Solid) 
23rd Chasseurs a Cheval 2 units B  class Light Cavalry, Élan 
24th Chasseurs a Cheval  C class Light Cavalry 
 
3rd Heavy Cavalry Division Doumerc (Solid) 
4th Cuirassiers  2 units B class Heavy Cavalry 
7th Cuirassiers  2 units B class Heavy Cavalry 
Artillery 
Horse bty 6x6lb guns B class Horse artillery 
Horse bty 6x6lb guns B class Horse artillery 
 
French Deployment 

First Day: All units start on blind, deployed within the deployment zone marked by a dotted blue box.  
All units maybe on any type of blind, on any orders. 

Second Day: All units start on blind, deployed within the deployment zone marked by a dotted blue box.  
All units maybe on any type of blind, on any orders. 

French Victory Conditions 

First Day Minor Victory Hold your starting positions and inflict more casualties on the 
enemy than are received. Do not lose more than 10% casualties. 

First Day Major Victory Hold your starting positions and inflict twice as many casualties 
on the enemy than are received. Inflict at least 20% casualties 
on the enemy. 

Second Day Minor Victory Capture Spass, Prismenitsa and the high ground the south west. 
Inflict more casualties on the enemy than are received. Do not 
lose more than 10% casualties. 

Second Day Major Victory Capture Spass, Prismenitsa and the high ground the south west 
without engaging Doumerc’s division. Inflict twice as many 
casualties on the enemy than are received. Inflict at least 25% 
casualties on the enemy. 

 


